
“Our Pandemic Story” 
 

 

“So do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for I am your God.   

I will strengthen you and help you; I will uphold you with my righteous right hand.”  Isaiah 41-10 

 

With grace from God, Father Miguel González and the members of Our Lady of the Assumption (OLA) 

Parish are humbled, emboldened and proud that throughout this last year we would not let the Covid 

pandemic rule over our spiritual growth or the practice of our faith. We would continue to hold Mass, 

cultivate new ministries, upgrade our communication platforms and implement enhanced audio visual 

innovations.  In hindsight, we now see that each struggle fortified us to draw together to pray and 

problem solve like we have never done before.  And as we await the official end of this health crisis, we 

are convinced that we will emerge rejuvenated and motivated to continue on our shared journey to 

fortify our faith so our parishioners continue to experience God's presence and mercy in their lives. 

 

 From the onset of the pandemic there was never a weekend that Father Miguel did not offer a 

weekend Mass!  When the guidelines prohibited a large number of attendees to gather, we stayed 

within the limits bringing together one lector, musician, and a videographer along with Father and our 

deacon to carry out each Mass.  Each service was videotaped, edited and posted online to be available 

to our parishioners for viewing from home.   

 

As more were allowed to gather, we provided drive-in Masses at our Leavenworth site which was made 

possible in large measure due to the efforts of our Knights of Columbus who erected a suitable outdoor 

gazebo for Father to fully celebrate each week. Its members along with the Ultreya group also stood by 

at each service to organize and direct the traffic flow for quality viewing and safety. FM transmission 

was installed so those in attendance could hear the spoken word and the live music through their car 

radios. We evolved to have the capability to livestream these Masses on Facebook and to have them 

available via YouTube.  Following Covid guidelines, this format would serve as a model to carry out the 

First Communion Mass, funerals, a quinceañera or a wedding. 

 

As our attendance grew and the site of our future new church in Peshastin was dedicated, the Knights 

along with the Ultreya group once again rose to the occasion to clear the site and move the gazebo and 

statues to create a glorious new venue for our continued drive-in Mass offerings.  As we gathered at 

this significant location, we were able to better envision and internalize our long-held dream of building 

our new church on that very site. 

 

When the October weather turned cold and the Covid rules allowed, we moved Mass indoors using 

only our Cashmere church building so we could proceed with the sale of our Leavenworth site.  

Countless hours were devoted to researching appropriate cameras, sound and lighting equipment for 

enhancing the livestreamed presentation of the Mass.  So we could accommodate our increasing 

number of attendees, we adorned our basement with a crucifix, statues, glass windows and suitable 

seating with kneelers.  We also installed a TV so those in attendance downstairs could partake 

simultaneously in the Mass with those upstairs.  



 

To preserve the dignity of the Eucharist and the flow of the Mass, the behind-the-scenes operators of 

the audio visual equipment are now encased in a renovated small room at the back of the church.  

These upgrades not only provide for a lovely online presentation but also for an unexpected glorious 

experience when live and in-person. 

 

 

It has always been the norm at OLA that there have been a number of existing ministries to support the 

needs of the church, however, there is no doubt whatsoever that the success of our efforts during the 

pandemic was the direct result of an increase in structural and spiritual leadership.  Pivotal to our 

success is the inauguration of the Communication Committee in March of 2020.  For an entire calendar 

year, these members held weekly virtual meetings to uncover emerging topics, discuss possible 

solutions and to implement reasonable accommodations and services to continue to keep OLA 

accessible and vibrant for our parishioners. 

 

 Through the conversations and efforts of this committee, our membership database was 

updated and verified requiring a multitude of fact finding phone calls partly for information but also for 

conversation and check-ins.  OLA was one of the first in the diocese to implement the use of Flocknote 

as a hub to email and text our 750 network members to stay connected.  Early on it was used to survey 

our parishioners in an effort to determine the needs of our followers in the beginning stages of the 

pandemic.  We now use Flocknote for church attendance reservations, delivering our weekly bulletin 

and to coordinate our leadership teams, religious education classes, Mass volunteers and various 

church ministries.  

 

 The Communication Committee is responsible for growing our social media presence through 

our website, Facebook, YouTube and Instagram.  Each medium now provides an easy user-friendly 

experience providing comprehensive information and visuals to conform with a variety of platforms that 

our members routinely access.  It is as if the pandemic provided us with the reality check that we 

needed to pause and analyze our communication style and to extend it well beyond a hard copy bulletin 

and pulpit message so that we would realize the need and benefit of using current methods of mass 

digital correspondence. 

 

 Key to the prosperity of our church has been the addition of two ministries - one for liturgy and 

one for hospitality.  The Liturgy Committee has excelled at the immense task of organizing the 

musicians, lectors and audio visual technicians to carry out weekly virtual Mass, all the while 

researching best practices to insure the adherence to the CDC Covid guidelines.  This group created a 

handbook for Mass volunteers and provided multiple training opportunities to demonstrate and 

communicate proper registration, ushering and cleaning procedures. The Hospitality Committee serves 

as our faithful greeters who now track Mass attendees, take temperature checks and insure that all 

seating is within the social distancing recommendations. 

 

As we anticipate our post-pandemic reality, we are in the early stages of creating a third committee to 

focus on outreach and connection with our membership to offer check-ins and invitations to rejoin in-

person Mass and ministries. Just as we realized it was obvious that we needed to elevate our social 



media presence, we now recognize the need and value of intentional efforts to connect, re-engage and 

re-energize our church community. 

 

Father Miguel has spoken about the many lessons that this pandemic has taught us and his words 

become more and more true.  Our time in isolation has shown us that we want to gather as believers 

and profess our faith.  Our challenges have guided us to be resourceful problem solvers.  From our 

triumphs, we have learned new and sustainable ways to bring the word of God to those near and far.  

And from our fear, we are now more assured than ever that our faith will be our constant companion. 

 

We wholeheartedly believe that God has held us in His righteous right hand and strengthened us as 

individuals, committees and as a wider group of believers.  We look forward with renewed confidence to 

our next opportunity and challenge as we continue on our faith journey. 

 

 

 

 

OUR LADY OF THE ASSUMPTION: 

Pandemic Timeline 

 
Date   Action      Outcome 

 
March 2020  Communication Committee established  Updated membership 

         Set up Facebook/YouTube and 

eventually Instagram accounts  

 

   Liturgy Committee established  Organize all Mass participants 

 

   Mass format     Small group 

         Video taped and edited 

         Available for Sunday viewing 

 
April 2020  Flocknote initiated    Main communication tool using 

         Email and text 

         Announcements and bulletin 

         Coordination of church groups 

         750 network members 

 

   Dropbox access began   Area to share leadership notes 

 

   Website enhancement   Updated Covid information 

         WA government guidelines 

         Uplifting spiritual prayers 

 



   Mass format     Drive-in Mass 

         Erect altar 

         Enact all safety procedures 

         Available for live streaming 

 
May 2020  Survey outreach     To access needs of members to 

         problem solve solutions 

 
Summer 2020  Prepare for indoor Mass   Research best practices 

         Organize/train volunteers 

 
Fall 2020  Initiate indoor Mass    Implement safety guidelines 

         Coordinate volunteer calendar 

         Utilize Flocknote for registration 

 

    

 

 

Mass format     In-person attendance 

         Consulted an AV expert for camera 

         and sound equipment purchases 

         Formed a dedicated group of AV 

         Technicians 

         Live streaming available 

      

 
January 2021 - Translator group established   Allows for rapid translation 

April 2021        English to Spanish 

         Spanish to English  

 

   Mass format     In-person attendance 

         Refined camera and sound tools 

         Can hold more in downstairs area 

         Live streaming available & improved 

 

 
Future goals  Establish Outreach ministry 

   Continue live streaming for all Masses 

   Consider offering recorded copies for special events: weddings, funerals 

   Formalize a strategic planning framework for all church systems 

   Continue our work to build our new church 

 


